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jack , audio jack , headphone jack or jack plug , is a family of electrical connectors typically
used for analog audio signals. The standard is that a plug described as the male connector will
connect with a jack described as female. The phone connector was invented for use in
telephone switchboards in the 19th century and is still widely used. The phone connector is
cylindrical in shape, with a grooved tip to retain it. In its original audio configuration, it typically
has two, three, four or, occasionally, five contacts. Three-contact versions are known as TRS
connectors , where T stands for "tip" , R stands for "ring" and S stands for "sleeve". Ring
contacts are typically the same diameter as the sleeve, the long shank. The outside diameter of
the "sleeve" conductor is 6. The "mini" connector has a diameter of 3. Specific models, and
connectors used in specific applications, may be termed e. The 3. In the UK, the terms jack plug
and jack socket are commonly used for the respective male and female phone connectors.
Phone plugs and jacks are not to be confused with the similar terms phono plug and phono jack
or in the UK, phono socket which refer to RCA connectors common in consumer hi-fi and
audiovisual equipment. Modern phone connectors are available in three standard sizes. In
February , C. Scribner was issued US Patent , [14] for a "jack-knife" connector that is the origin
of calling the receptacle a "jack". Patents ,, [16] ,, [17] and , relating to an improved design that
more closely resembles the modern plug. Clausen received a patent on an improved design.
Western Electric was the manufacturing arm of the Bell System , and thus originated or refined
most of the engineering designs, including the telephone jacks and plugs which were later

adopted by other industries, including the U. By , Western Electric had designed a number of
models for different purposes, including: [20]. The three-conductor version became very
popular with its application on the Walkman in , as unlike earlier transistor radios, these devices
had no speaker of their own; the usual way to listen to them was to plug in headphones. There
is also an EIA standard for 0. The 2. They often appeared next to a 3. They were also used for
low-voltage DC power input from wall adapters. In the latter role they were soon replaced by
coaxial DC power connectors. Four-conductor versions of the 3. A four-conductor version is
often used in compact camcorders and portable media players, providing stereo sound and
composite analog video. By the s, broadcast radio stations were using Western Electric Code
No. The type plug was used instead of the standard type switchboard plug because the location
of the large bulb shape on this TRS plug would have resulted in both audio signal connections
being shorted together for a brief moment while the plug is being inserted and removed. The
Type plug avoids this by having a shorter tip. Professional audio and the telecommunication
industry use a 0. In addition to a slightly smaller diameter, they have a slightly different
geometry. Though unable to handle as much power, and less reliable than a 6. These
connectors are still used today in telephone company central offices on "DSX" patch panels for
DS1 circuits. A similar type of 3. Plugging a stereo plug into one of the two mono jacks typically
results in the audio coming into only one ear. Adapters are available. A short-barrelled version
of the phone plug was used for 20th century high-impedance mono headphones, and in
particular those used in World War II aircraft. These have become rare. It is physically possible
to use a normal plug in a short socket, but a short plug will neither lock into a normal socket nor
complete the tip circuit. Less commonly used sizes, both diameters and lengths, are also
available from some manufacturers, and are used when it is desired to restrict the availability of
matching connectors, such as 0. US military phone connectors include both 0. Commercial and
general aviation GA civil airplane headset plugs are similar, but not identical. In the microphone
plug the Ring is used for the microphone hot and the sleeve is ground. The extra tip connection
in the microphone plug is often left unconnected but is also sometimes used for various
functions, most commonly an optional push-to-talk switch, but on some aircraft it carries
headphone audio and on others a DC supply. The original application for the 6. Of these many
varieties, only the two-conductor version with a rounded tip profile was compatible between
different manufacturers, and this was the design that was at first adopted for use with
microphones , electric guitars, headphones , loudspeakers , and other audio equipment. When a
three-conductor version of the 6. This attempt has long been abandoned, and now the
convention is that all plugs fit all sockets of the same size, regardless of whether they are
balanced or unbalanced, mono or stereo. Most 6. The profiles of stereo miniature and
sub-miniature plugs have always been identical to the mono plugs of the same size. Because of
a lack of standardization in the past regarding the dimensions length given to the ring
conductor and the insulating portions on either side of it in 6. This can result in a contact in the
socket bridging shorting the ring and sleeve contacts on a phone connector. In the most
common arrangement, consistent with the original intention of the design, the male plug is
connected to a cable, and the female socket is mounted in a piece of equipment. Personal
computer sound cards , such as Creative Labs ' Sound Blaster line, use a 3. Sometimes termed
phantom power , this is not a suitable power source for microphones designed for true phantom
power and is better termed bias voltage. Note that this is not a polarizing voltage for the
condenser, as electrets by definition have an intrinsic voltage; it is power for a FET preamplifier
built into the microphone. Compatibility between different manufacturers is unreliable. The
Apple PlainTalk microphone jack used on some older Macintosh systems is designed to accept
an extended 3. If a PlainTalk-compatible microphone is not available, the jack can accept a
line-level sound input, though it cannot accept a standard microphone without a preamp.
Normally, 3. Thus, for a sound card with 5. This is to accommodate rear-center 6. Note that
Creative's documentation uses the word "pole" instead of "conductor". Some portable
computers have a combined 3. Support for input was dropped on various later models [40] [41].
Some newer computers, such as Lenovo laptops, have 3. These are particularly used for voice
over IP. Two incompatible variants exist, of 15 millimetres 0. Many small video cameras,
laptops, recorders and other consumer devices use a 3. These fall into three categories:. Plug-in
power is supplied on the same line as the audio signal, using an RC filter. If a recorder provides
plug-in power, and the microphone does not need it, everything will usually work ok, although
the sound quality may be lower than expected, as the microphone may not work optimally with
a constant DC current flowing through it. In the converse case recorder provides no power;
microphone needs power , no sound will be recorded. Neither misconfiguration will damage
consumer hardware, but providing power when none is needed could destroy a broadcast-type
microphone. These are used both for handsfree headsets esp. Wireless connectorless headsets

or headphones usually use the Bluetooth protocol. Some computers now also include a TRRS
headset socket, compatible with headsets intended for smartphones. The four conductors of a
TRRS connector are assigned to different purposes by different manufacturers. Any 3. Mono
audio will usually work, but stereo audio or microphone may not work, depending on wiring.
Two different forms are frequently found, both of which place left audio on the tip and right
audio on the first ring for compatibility with stereo connectors. Where they differ is in the
placement of the microphone and return contacts:. The first, which places the ground return on
the sleeve and the microphone on the second ring, is standardized in OMTP [42] and has been
accepted as a national Chinese standard YDT â€” It is mostly used on older devices, such as
older Nokia mobiles, older Samsung smartphones, and some Sony Ericsson phones, [43] and
products meant for the China market. The second, which reverses these contacts, with the
microphone on the sleeve, is used by Apple 's iPhone line, and has become the de-facto TRRS
standard, to maintain compatibility with these products. Headsets using this wiring may be
indicated by white plastic separators between the rings. If a CTIA headset is connected to a
mobile phone with OMTP interface, the missing ground will effectively connect speakers in
out-of-phase series, resulting in no voice on typical popular music recordings where the singers
are in the center; in this case, if the main microphone button is held down, shorting across the
microphone and restoring ground, the correct sound may be audible. The 4-pole 3. Some
devices transparently handle many jack standards, [62] [63] and there are hardware
implementations of this available as components. Some devices apply voltage to the sleeve and
second ring to detect the wiring, and switch the last two conductors to allow a device made to
one standard to be used with a headset made to the other. MMIC , outlines technical
requirements and test methods for a 5-pole socket and plug configuration. Therefore, P. TRRRS
connectors enable following audio applications: active noise cancelling, binaural recording and
others, where dual analogue microphone lines can be directly connected to a host device.
Panel-mounting jacks are often provided with switch contacts. Most commonly, a mono jack is
provided with one normally closed NC contact, which is connected to the tip live connection
when no plug is in the socket, and disconnected when a plug is inserted. Stereo sockets
commonly provide two such NC contacts, one for the tip left channel live and one for the ring or
collar right channel live. Some designs of jack also have such a connection on the sleeve. As
this contact is usually ground, it is not much use for signal switching, but could be used to
indicate to electronic circuitry that the socket was in use. The original purpose of these
contacts was for switching in telephone exchanges, for which there were many patterns. Two
sets of change-over contacts, isolated from the connector contacts, were common. The more
recent pattern of one NC contact for each signal path, internally attached to the connector
contact, stems from their use as headphone jacks. In many amplifiers and equipment containing
them, such as electronic organs, a headphone jack is provided that disconnects the
loudspeakers when in use. This is done by means of these switch contacts. In other equipment,
a dummy load is provided when the headphones are not connected. This is also easily provided
by means of these NC contacts. Other uses for these contacts have been found. One is to
interrupt a signal path to enable other circuitry to be inserted. This is done by using one NC
contact of a stereo jack to connect the tip and ring together when no plug is inserted. The tip is
then made the output, and the ring the input or vice versa , thus forming a patch point. Another
use is to provide alternative mono or stereo output facilities on some guitars and electronic
organs. This is achieved by using two mono jacks, one for left channel and one for right, and
wiring the NC contact on the right channel jack to the tip of the other, to connect the two
connector tips together when the right channel output is not in use. This then mixes the signals
so that the left channel jack doubles as a mono output. Where a 3. A standard stereo jack is
used on most battery-powered guitar effects pedals to eliminate the need for a separate power
switch. In this configuration, the internal battery has its negative terminal wired to the sleeve
contact of the jack. When the user plugs in a two-conductor mono guitar or microphone lead,
the resulting short circuit between sleeve and ring connects an internal battery to the unit's
circuitry, ensuring that it powers up or down automatically whenever a signal lead is inserted or
removed. A drawback of this design is the risk of inadvertently discharging the battery if the
lead is not removed after use, such as if the equipment is left plugged in overnight. When a
phone connector is used to make a balanced connection, the two active conductors are both
used for a monaural signal. The ring, used for the right channel in stereo systems, is used
instead for the inverting input. This is a common use in small audio mixing desks , where space
is a premium and they offer a more compact alternative to XLR connectors. Another advantage
offered by TRS phone connectors used for balanced microphone inputs is that a standard
unbalanced signal lead using a TS phone jack can simply be plugged into such an input. The
ring right channel contact then makes contact with the plug body, correctly grounding the

inverting input. A disadvantage of using phone connectors for balanced audio connections is
that the ground mates last and the socket grounds the plug tip and ring when inserting or
disconnecting the plug. This causes bursts of hum, cracks and pops and may stress some
outputs as they will be short circuited briefly, or longer if the plug is left half in. This type was
designed for balanced audio use, being the original telephone 'switchboard' connector and is
still common in broadcast, telecommunications and many professional audio applications
where it is vital that permanent circuits being monitored bridged are not interrupted by the
insertion or removal of connectors. This same tapered shape used in the 'gauge B' BPO plug
can be seen also in aviation and military applications on various diameters of jack connector
including the PJ and 'bantam' plugs. The more common straight-sided profile used in domestic
and commercial applications and discussed in most of this article is known as 'gauge A'. Phone
connectors with three conductors are also commonly used as unbalanced audio patch points or
insert points , or simply inserts , with the output on many mixers found on the tip left channel
and the input on the ring right channel. This is often expressed as "tip send, ring return". Other
mixers have unbalanced insert points with "ring send, tip return". One advantage of this system
is that the switch contact within the panel socket, originally designed for other purposes, can be
used to close the circuit when the patch point is not in use. An advantage of the tip send patch
point is that if it is used as an output only, a 2-conductor mono phone plug correctly grounds
the input. In the same fashion, use of a "tip return" insert style allows a mono phone plug to
bring an unbalanced signal directly into the circuit, though in this case the output must be
robust enough to withstand being grounded. The tradeoff is that unbalanced signals are more
prone to buzz, hum and outside interference. In some three-conductor TRS phone inserts, the
concept is extended by using specially designed phone jacks that will accept a mono phone
plug partly inserted to the first click and will then connect the tip to the signal path without
breaking it. Most standard phone connectors can also be used in this way with varying success,
but neither the switch contact nor the tip contact can be relied upon unless the internal contacts
have been designed with extra strength for holding the plug tip in place. Even with stronger
contacts, an accidental mechanical movement of the inserted plug can interrupt signal within
the circuit. For maximum reliability, any usage involving first click or half-click positions will
instead rewire the plug to short tip and ring together and then insert this modified plug all the
way into the jack. The TRS tip return, ring send unbalanced insert configuration is mostly found
on older mixers. This allowed for the insert jack to serve as a standard-wired mono line input
that would bypass the mic preamp. However tip send has become the generally accepted
standard for mixer inserts since the early-to-mid s. The TRS ring send configuration is still
found on some compressor sidechain input jacks such as the dbx XL. Some sound recording
devices use a three-conductor phone connector as a mono microphone input, using the tip as
the signal path and the ring to connect a standby switch on the microphone. Connectors that
are tarnished, or that were not manufactured within tight tolerances, are prone to cause poor
connections. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from TRS connector. Family of
connector typically used for analog signals. For the plugs for landline telephones, see
Telephone plug. For the connector sometimes called a phono connector, see RCA connector.
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reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. August Learn how and
when to remove this template message. The first version of the popular Mackie mixer, the CR,
used a tip negative, ring positive jack wiring scheme on the main left and right outputs. Tip and
ring are wired to the transformer's two terminals; the sleeve is not connected. Electronics
portal. The resulting output signal is still mono in this case. It should also be noted that a stereo
cable, while working with normal mono guitar connectors, will not work in such a scenario,
because the ring connection normally does not make contact with the sleeve ground. Principles
of Telephony Radio Production. Archived from the original on Davis and Ralph Jones The
Sound Reinforcement Handbook. Hal Leonard. Digi-Key catalog. Mouser Electronics catalog.
Switchcraft catalog. PC Magazine Encyclopedia. Also called a 3. RAM Electronics online
catalog. This Old PC. Ziff-Davis Press. Retrieved September 8, Apple Inc. Beckman Coulter.
Archived from the original PDF on September 16, Divine, John September 7, There will be a
lightning-to-mini phono adapter included as well. Edison: His Life And Inventions , p. Retrieved
Patent , Circuits for multiple switch boards of telephone exchanges". Patent ,, September ".
Patent , Spring Jack Switch". US A". Sony official website. Android Open Source Project. Audio
Engineering. Retrieved 16 August Hal Leonard Corporation. Archived from the original PDF on
Retrieved 17 August Amphenol Nexus Technologies, Inc. Principles of Multimedia. Tata
McGraw-Hill Education. Full Compass. Retrieved October 24, High power 2-conductor speaker
jack carries 15A continuous audio speaker current levels. Ask Different. In order to fit the
Chinese national conditions, Apple China released Earpods with some changes, specifically for

the Chinese market, to make it in line with the Chinese domestic OMTP standard. Therefore,
iPhone original headsets sod in China are different from Earpods sold in other regions.
Headphone Reviews and Discussion - Head-Fi. Headset Buddy Help. All About Symbian.
Retrieved 6 October Retrieved 26 March Retrieved 1 May Frequently Asked Questions ". What's
wrong with my patchbay? Audio and video connectors. List of video connectors. Thunderbolt
USB. Audio and video interfaces and connectors. Categories : Audio engineering Audiovisual
connectors Computer connectors Telephone connectors. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read
Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download
as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Most Android devices. Yaesu FTR amateur
radio hand-held. Sony and Panasonic camcorders. On some early Sony camcorders, this socket
doubled up as a headphone socket. When a headphone plug was inserted, ring 2 was shorted to
the sleeve contact and the camcorder output the right audio on ring 1. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Phone connectors audio. InspectAPedia tolerates no conflicts of interest. We
have no relationship with advertisers, products, or services discussed at this website. We also
discuss the use of electrical splices or wiring connectors outside of electrical boxes. We
describe different types of connectors used to join two or more electrical wires, and we include
installation details inclucing use of electrical tape. Sketch at page top courtesy of Carson
Dunlop Associates. Splicing electrical wires - that is, the electrical connection or joining of two
or more wires that conduct electricity in a building - is a task that can be learned easily, but if
the splice is not made correctly, the electrical system will be unreliable and unsafe, risking fire
or shock hazards. This photo shows how electrical connections can burn up if you use the
wrong device or do not make the connection properly. The proper way of making safe, secure
splices is to make a good mechanical and electrical joint-that is, strong enough not to pull apart
and tight enough so there is no loss of voltage. As this is tricky work, a continuous run of new
wire is always better than any splice. Electrical components in a building can easily cause an
electrical shock, burn, or even death. Even when a hot line switch is off, one terminal on the
switch is still connected to the power source. In addition, the NEC and other electrical codes
specify lots of precise details describing the number of wires of various sizes that can be
enclosed in junction boxes of various sizes, where these boxes must be located, how they can
be covered, etc. Our photo above shows an improper and certainly not code-compliant mess of
pigtail splices in electrical wires. Our photo shows an improper, unsafe, and certainly not
code-compliant splice in lamp cord used to wire a wall-mounted light fixture. Exposed electrical
connections like this are a fire and shock hazard. Further, this is an un-approved use of lamp
cord or "zip cord" to replace what should have been approved electrical wire, a junction box,
etc. When we see exposed electrical work like this we know that someone un-trained has been
doing electrical work on the building and we need to be alert for other faulty electrical wiring
practices. Our our enlargement above and our page top photo shows a pigtail splice at the
lower left of the drawing. When you are joining electrical wires used to carry current in a home
you'll be using a solderless twist-on connector such as we show at left. In this case the length
of wire from which you need to strip insulation depends on the number of wires being joined
together and the size of the twist-on connector you're going to use. In good practice you don't
want to strip off too much insulation - when the splice has been completed and the twist-on
connector has been installed, you should not see any bare wire exposed extending beneath the
bottom edge of the mechanical connector. If you are stripping wires that are not part of the
building's electrical system, such as speaker wires, you may not be using a mechanical
connector, just tape, and the length of wire that you need to strip depends on the number of
wires being joined and your ability to twist them securely together. If you do nick the wire , as
shown in my photo above left and in Carson Dunlop Associates' sketch above, the risk is that
the nicked end will later break off, destroying your connection, and perhaps also becoming
unsafe. OK to be honest, the nicked copper wire shown in the photo above had taken a beating
during our stripping and insertion of the wire into a push-in type back-wired electrical
receptacle discussed separately. Always twist the wires in a clockwise direction. That way when
you screw on a twist-on connector which also is tightened by turning it clockwise you won't be
un-twisting your wires. We describe just how we twist wires together for a twisted splice just
below in this article. Solder the twisted wires at the point where the twist began. Our photo
above shows some pigtail splices inside of a metal junction box - in this case, because the
wires are aluminum, the connectors shown are not the proper ones, and these splices are a fire
hazard. The pigtail type of splice is best when joining three or more wires. The thing to guard
against when more than two wires are involved in the twist is the tendency for one or more of
the wires to remain fairly straight while the others are wrapped around it. The way to prevent
this is to make certain the twist is started with all the wires bent at approximately a right angle.
Don't bend current-conducting electrical wires at a sharp angle however. Then if the bent wires

are interlocked and held with pliers, the twist will continue as started. Bend the ends of the
wires over each other at right angles and twist them around each other. Use one pair of pliers to
hold the wires at the beginning of the twist. Use the other pliers to twist the wires. Use wire
cutters to trim off the excess wire so that no sharp ends can penetrate the tape. Solder the
wires. The twist-splice in electrical circuit wires in a building must be capped or mechanically
secured using an approved wiring connector. Splices in an building's electrical circuit must be
connected using an approved wiring connector, such as a twist-on connector "Wire Nut" is a
trademarked name for a brand of twist-on connectors. Twist-on connectors come in different
color-coded sizes, and you must choose the proper twist-on connector, depending on the
thickness gauge of the wire and the number of wires you're combining in your splice. The
connector is placed over the end of your twisted splice, pressed onto the wires, and turned
clockwise until it is tight. Be careful when pushing an electrical splice back into the junction box
- don't loosen the connector you've installed or your connection will be poor and possibly
unsafe. Using the wrong type of electrical splice connector, or one for which studies have
shown poor performance, can lead to a melted or failed electrical connection, possibly risking
shock or fire. Our photo at above left shows an expert using a Scotchlok 3M electrical
connector to cap a splice which was also coated with an antioxidant. We discuss this connector
now obsolete for aluminum wire repair in more detail. Electrical wires in a building are
sometimes joined without twisting wires together. Instead we use special approved connectors.
The AlumiConn TM connector shown here is used to splice a copper "pigtail" wire together with
one or two aluminum wires as a step in reducing the fire hazard associated with aluminum
electrical wiring. This connector performs well provided that the wires are properly secured in
the connector. We discuss this connector in more detail. This connector must be installed by a
an expert trained in aluminum wire repair and using a special crimping tool which forms a cold
weld between the metals. Romex Splice Kits are plug-type devices that are designed to permit
tapping and splicing of non-metallic electrical wire NMC or "Romex" wire outside of an electrical
box. Among the building electrical wiring connectors discussed in this article, this is the only
wiring device that is permitted for use outside of electrical boxes, as we elaborate below. Is it
safe to use romex splice kits sold at home depot, so that 6 receptacles in a kitchen back splash
can be lowered about 4" and realigned from vertical to horizontal? Thanks for the question,
Robert. While I have not used the NMC wire splice kits you describe I've certainly seen them
very widely used, particularly in modular construction where pre-wired home sections are set in
place and then their electrical circuits need to be joined. You'll notice that in addition to the plug
connectors that contain the wire ends, each splice kit carries a strain relief at either end. These
devices are permitted by the U. Openings in such devices shall form a close fit around the outer
covering of the cable, and the device shall fully enclose the part of the cable from which any
part of the covering has been removed. My understanding is shared by other commentators I
reviewed including over at my friends at the JLC forum who noted in discussion that this
connector was "legal" for use at least btginning in with the NEC articles B, , , and Tyco
Electronics produces non-metallic electrical wiring splice and tap kits for splicing and tapping
"romex" electrical wire, specifically 2-wire with ground and for splicing 3-wire with ground
circuits with ground on non metallic electrical wiring cable for systems up to V. They are
designed and approved for use in rework within existing structures. Splice and Tap Kits also
eliminate wire nuts for installation and replace the conventional method for adding a splice or
tap for non-metallic cable without the need for exposed and unsightly junction boxes. NEC
approved Article b. Lugs which use a screw to bind wire into a holding device, and bus-bars
which use a similar approach are used inside of electrical panels to join multiple neutral or
ground wires together or to secure large-diameter wires. Screw terminals are used on circuit
breakers to secure electrical wires to these overcurrent protection devices. Sometimes it is
desirable to join one wire to another at some midpoint without cutting the second conductor.
The tap splice can be used in this case. What characterizes a tap splice is that one wires to be
joined is not cut, but rather is kept continuous. A tap splice is shown in our page top sketch at
lower right and again here. If the joining wire is stranded, such as speaker wire, the strands may
be separated into two bunches and then wrapped in opposite directions along the continuous
wire to form a more secure connection. Tap splices are not used in home electrical circuit
wiring except for older knob-and-tube electrical wiring. Our sketch at left, courtesy of Carson
Dunlop Associates , shows the usual ways that knob and tube electrical wiring is connected in
homes. Knob and tube wiring connections were made outside of electrical junction boxes. In
normal practice knob and tube wiring splices are soldered and also taped. We do not use plastic
electrical tape on these installations, but rather the heavier cloth-based black electrical tape. In
some jurisdictions especially in the U. In most jurisdictions there is no requirement that knob
and tube wiring be removed or replaced, but it is not permitted to extend a knob and tube

electrical circuit - say by adding wires to connect additional devices like receptacles. If the knob
and tube wiring system is not in good repair it may need to be replaced for fire safety. In a
jurisdiction where it is permitted to extend a knob and tube electrical circuit, it's necessary to
change from open soldered and tape-wrapped electrical wire splices to splices contained in
electrical junction boxes, as we show in Carson Dunlop's sketch. Watch out : in most
jurisdictions it is not permitted to extend or add-on to existing knob and tube electrical wiring.
These joints are taped as described above. Instead, current carrying wires should be joined
using one of the approved connectors discussed beginning. If your wires are not carrying any
meaningful electrical current, such as stereo speaker wires, you can simply bend the wires
parallel to one of the conductors and tape the bare splice from the end of the insulation on one
side to the beginning of the insulation on the other side. Spliced and soldered wire splices such
as in stereo wires should always be taped. The right amount of tape to use on a joint is the
amount that will provide insulation about as thick as the original insulation on the wire. Plastic
tape sticks best if it is kept taut while wrapping. Continue the tape for an inch or so on the
insulation at the other end. Make as many wraps as necessary to build the tape to the proper
thickness. Cut or tear the tape at the end of the last wrap and press it smooth around itself.
Excerpts for the U. This website provides information about a variety of electrical hazards in
buildings, with articles focused on the inspection, detection, and reporting of electrical hazards
and on proper electrical repair methods for unsafe electrical conditions. Critique and content
suggestions are invited. Credit is given to content editors and contributors. You may need to
clear or refresh your browser cache to see the updated page. We welcome your further photos,
comments, questions. GFCI receptacle in kitchen with vent fan on wall above. Feed runs from
basement to line terminals on GFCI. Fan, also on line side, causes GFCI to trip when turned on.
Not clear why this happens when all is on line side -- thought GFCI shouldn't react to things on
line side? The final authority is your local electrical inspector, Bill, but most likely she'll be
perfectly fine with an appropriately-sized weatherproof junction box to make the wire
connections to extend to the new home location. And of course my sympathy on losing your
home during the Campfire wildfire. Those hazards are only going to increase in frequency and
severity as our climate continues to heat up. Watch out: despite no obvious fire damage such
as burn marks at the electrical service drop at the pole, ask your electrician to inspect for heat
damage as heat alone, even without flame, can damage electrical wiring. My home burned
during the Campfire that burned in California on I have no fire damage at the service pole. My
new home is about 50 feet farther from the pole than the original home. Essentially yes, Gary
but not exactly. A box is always required - of some form; we don't just run wires out of a wall
and right into a device. But "cover" bears some elaboration. The fact that the light or fan is
"listed" and wired as per the manufacturer's instructions should be sufficient. Anon By "naked
electrical wire" I assume you are referring to the bear or uninsulated conductor. That's the
grounding conductor and it should never in normal circumstances be carrying electrical
current. If you're finding voltage on that wire that you have a wiring error which is extremely
dangerous risking a fire or death by electrocution. Watch out: if you're not familiar with safe and
proper electrical wire you could be shocked or killed. It would be time to get expert help. On by
mod - Can you splice copper wires and aluminum wires together? Patrick, You should not
connect copper directly to aluminum wire or the connection is likely to overheat and fail. You
need to use an approved connector. JD Electrical splices are permitted in such circuits
provided proper sized box, type, connectors, etc. However you need to look at the current rating
of the circuit and wire size vs. You may need to go to a larger sized electrical wire. The type of
connector that's most-appropriate will also depend on the wire size. A twist-on connector what
you call a "wire nut" may not have the capacity for the necessary wire size. Watch out : while
many electrical wiring tasks are not complicated and shouldn't be considered intimidating,
because of the risks of fire or shock or worse, any electrical work needs to be done by someone
properly trained and, depending on regulations where one lives, work must be performed by a
licensed electrician. Some jurisdictions permit homeowner wiring provided the wiring is
inspected and approved. Would like to relocate an outside AC condenser. Can I replace the
disconnect box and replace it with a junction box weather tight of course and splice new wires
from here to the new location of the outside unit? Restated, does an outside AC unit require a
single, unjunctioned run from the panel or can it be spliced? If spliced, what works best or is
preferred - wire nuts, wiring block, solder? I can't imagine justifying rewiring an entire house
just because some wires got cut. However the repair of those cut wires needs to be in an
accessible junction box. I am renovating my home, in the process some of wires got cut. Is it
necessary that I should go for new wiring for enair house as suggested by electrician or can
have a safe joints? All wiring was done with Finolex, three years back. Kindli suggest. Sam
There are piercing type splice connectors that can work online cord and some other types of

electrical wiring. However personally I would never use them. The concern that I have is that a
multi-strand wire may be damaged by the piercing at a single strand wire with a piercing
connector may have very poor contact area. The risk that is an overheated connection that
could become unsafe. Experienced electrician sometimes work on live wires. I can't recommend
it for someone else. Hi im trying to splice an outlet into an existing line, normally not a big deal,
but in this case i have to leave the power on. I would love avoiding having to strip or cut the
existing live wires, so what can i do? Can i use connectors with power still on, or can i use
alligator clips to clip onto live wires, to avoid stripping for the allugators to bite could i maybe
melt small sections for alligator clips to bite onto bare copper, and then when im done usr
silicone and shrink tube to protect it? This does not have to be up to code. Any and all help is
appreciated, thank you. Speaker wire Non-rated materials are accelerants in event of fire. I
mention this because I've seen so many handiman jobs where people run "regular" speaker
wire lamp cord or networking cables through walls, and carve out large holes in drywall, then
say it's fine because "it's never been a problem". On by mod - in-wall wiring MUST be rated for
"in wall use". Scootz Thank you for making some excellent points I'll be sure to keep them with
this article. I agree that the claim never had a problem is a ridiculous one both because it has no
statistical basis. And because it ignores the problems our experts have already discovered that
have led to the codes and standards it served as our guide. An analogy I use is driving around
in your 65 Mustang convertible with a seatbelt that's worn to a mere thread. But the thread is
under the seat where you don't see it. You buckle your seatbelt and you think it's perfectly fine.
After all it's been fine up to now. But then you've never been in an accident. Try the search box
just below, or if you prefer, post a question or comment in the Comments box below and we will
respond promptly. Note: appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your comment
contains an image, web link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web link, your
posting will appear after it has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the delay. Just ask
us! Search the InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading comments Paul, Minnesota
Tel: Email: info carsondunlop. Carson Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home inspection
education and report writing material. The text is intended as a reference guide to help building
owners operate and maintain their home effectively. Field inspection worksheets are included at
the back of the volume. Often used to indicate switched power. In wiring a switch the electrican
may use the white wire as a second hot conductor and will mark each end of the wire with black
electrical tape. Protective ground wire. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. You can return the item
for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free
returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method
Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK
and HI. Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 14 hrs and 51 mins Details. In Stock. Add
to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security
and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission.
Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Amazon's Choice
recommends highly rated and well-priced products. Not compatible with amp systems like
Bose, Infinity, etc. In some case, you may had to move a pin for it to work with aftermarket
stereo and get power from ignition with red cable provided to ensure there is 12 volts supply
This RED WOLF wire set is to replace your factory or broken stereo harness. Frequently bought
together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by
different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Customers who bought this
item also bought. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. More items to
explore. Metra TurboWires Wiring Harness. Register a free business account. Have a question?
There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product
Detail. Advantage Replace the old radio, No cutting factory wire harness! Material Made of
high-quality copper wire, durable use! Fitment Fit for GM model, if you do not sure fit or not, We
are willing to help! Compare with similar items. Product information Technical Details. Item
Weight 1. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Images in this review. Completely wrong, not
compatible with chevy express van. Product was in exact packaging. Product was in excellent
condition. It was a perfect match to my truck. I have a Chevy Silverado. No instructions for
where the red wire that's separate to connect. Otherwise a good kit made well. I found out after

buying it I need to purchase a interface to use my stereo. Faulty wiring harness. Did not allow
power to flow through. Also terrible instructions. There was a crucial red wire needed for unit to
work, no mention whatsoever in the lousy instructions. I initially bought the harness to replace
some other one that someone had installed on my truck. At first it was all fine, but whenever I
was getting ready to plug it into the original gm harness, some of the pins didn't go in the right
spot. However it ended up working so i was fine with it. This absolutely will NOT work on
Chevrolet express vans. The wires aren't in the correct position and it requires spicing into an
unknown wire which isn't specified to get it to power on. Just buy the more expensive powered
version and don't waste your time. One person found this helpful. I am very dis appointed in
this item. The connector is horrible but plugs in. All the wires are in the wrong order for my
radio when it says the fitment fits my vehicle but is not wired up for my vehicle so yea if you buy
this watch the wires and rewire it. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate
all reviews to English. Report abuse Translate review to English. Report abuse. Didn't work for
chevy Colorado Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Pages with related products. See
and discover other items: ignition harness , Ignition Harnesses , Explore radio wiring harnesses
for Chevys , Explore wiring harnesses for radios. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please
enter a question. Crimp Pliers Tools are an important accessory in our electrical work, and this
is a handy tool for your crimping! This crimp tool can automatically adjust to the appropriate
diameter for crimping. Thanks to the handy design and light weight, you have comfortable grip
and save more energy. Ratchet mechanism relaxes automatically as soon as the required force
for secure pressing has been achieved. Ergonomic Handle Design provides improved gripping
power. Adjustable Ratchet and Lever Action Construction reduces fatigue degree. High quality
crimping standard ensures repeatable crimping action. Ideal for crimping insulated and
non-insulated wire ferrules. Quick release safety lock. The kit comes with insulated terminals
and connectors in the most commonly used sizes commonlyused. Sturdy spring design assists
during use and the locking clip keeps the tool safe and closed for storage. The crimper features
a rugged pin that keeps jaws precisely aligned for fast, accurate stripping and crimping. Skip to
main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping
charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the
return Select the return method Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping
within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 11
hrs and 36 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure.
We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. To hide it, choose Ship in Amazon Packaging at
Checkout. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Drops, spills and cracked
screens due to normal use covered for portable products and power surges covered from day
one. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Most claims approved within
minutes. We will send you an Amazon e-gift card for the purchase price of your covered
product. In some cases, we will replace or repair it. Add No Thanks. Add a gift receipt for easy
returns. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List.
Sold by VLike and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Ferrules, 0. Ferrules 0. Featured items you
may like. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed
this item also viewed. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Features: Ergonomic Handle
Design provides improved gripping power. Multiple Connectors The kit comes with insulated
terminals and connectors in the most commonly used sizes commonlyused. Premium Features
Sturdy spring design assists during use and the locking clip keeps the tool safe and closed for
storage. Compare with similar items. Product information Technical Details. No Batteries
Required? Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify

trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. This Ferrule crimping tool works far better than I
expected at this price point. I have used every size ferrule at this point and the tool crimps them
all reasonably well. Everything from ga worked well. None of the cons are large enough to
remove a star though given this kits price point. Great tool and supplies for the price, if you
were go to use this all day everyday you might want something of a higher quality but for the
occasional user like me it is great. Images in this review. I use this type of terminal quite often, i
have a much more expensive brand of plier that does a hex shape, but needed a square shape
end for a specific application. I bought these to try, they looked fine in the photos and came
with a large set of the terminals. The terminals are exactly the same as the expensive sets i had
been using and work with all my crimping pliers. The pliers themselves are also just as nice and
honestly if my eyes were closed i wouldnt know if i had these or a pair that costed twice as
much in my hand. They work great, are well made, and priced really good. Im very happy with
my purchase. Just used this for do a car audio upgrade, and it made for an easy and
professional install. Especially handy for power and grounding blocks but 8 gauge is the max
size for the furrules. Also great for running speaker wires into RCA converter the square
furrules work especially well for guillotine connectors. A great addition to your tool box if you
want a more professional install. Easy to use and very clean crimps. I'm using them for car
audio, specifically I'm using these for the connection of the speaker wire into my amplifiers
because I was tired of them pulling loose, or loose strands creating reverse polarity. These
tightened so well you couldn't pull it off if you tried and now my wires stay clean and tucked in
their terminals where they should be. I also used a larger version of these for my power
connections to my amps and they immediately made my setup safer, and cleaner. I highly
recommend these, and wish I knew about them sooner! Purchased this during installation of
electric gate openers where I needed to shorten a six wire control cable and repin the ends to fit
under screw terminal clamps. The crimper has an adjustment stop but out of the package mine
worked perfect on two of the size pins Yellow and White that are included. Replacement packs
are readily available on-line. Trim the wire stick-out from the insulation to the right length, stick
on the right size connector with a slight twisting motion to help keep the strands neat and crimp
until the crimper releases. Perfect secure connecter each time! One person found this helpful.
Decent set and crimpers, these make stereo installations much easier. No more twisting wires
to make them fit, these just push right in without any hassle.. I haven't used ferrules before, and
they're great. This tool performs the same as a two hundred dollar version I saw at work. Know
if you need square or hex before buying. I work with Phoenix connectors, so square was the
choice for me. I have only used the small sizes, but the crimp is great. If you use screw-down
terminals a lot, I highly recommend getting this. The crimps come out great with no practice
needed. Just be sure to select the proper size terminal. Really adds a cleaner look to any build.
See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Purchased this tool as I needed to make
several audio and speaker cables and needed various sizes of terminal connector sleeves.
Reduced the need to solder using the terminal sleeve. Tool is well made, has a good weight
without being heavy or awkward and works as advertised. A generous selection of sleeves that
are color coded makes it easier to select the ones you need quickly. It would be a headache if all
sizes were the same color to sort through during a project. The crimper fits in your hand and is
comfortable and little force is required to crimp the terminal end to your wires. Very happy with
this purchase and can see several other stereo, automobile and wiring projects to use this on.
Report abuse. Reasons to hate gravel. No complaints about the crimper itself. It seems to be
very heavy duty, good quality, weight is nice, good tough plastic handles. Every compartment is
full except for the grey 12AWG, 4mm, E You get 50 pieces, I would have liked to have seen an
additional hundred pieces for a total of to fill that compartment. Realisticly 18, 16 and 14 gauge
will be used the most. Hope they have some nice refill kits. I think it's good value for the money.
Reasons to hate gravel Reviewed in Canada on September 5, Used this tool and ferrules for
stereo installation on my motorcycle. Works great. Have not really tested the tool. Saw my
controls tech with this type of crimper. Needed to have one. Works like anticipated. Heavy
though. Perfect for car audio guys who want a clean look and don't wants strands of wire loose
and about. More items to explore. Pages with related products. See and discover other items:
electrician's h
2002 dodge caravan radio wiring diagram
1995 nissan altima engine
2007 mazda cx9
and tools , tools for electrical work , Best electric connectors for wiring , copper wiring , builder

square. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. FREE Shipping. Preciva US. Stop Labs. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
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